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***** Print on Demand *****. Crossing the Void: My Aphasic Journey is a 2013 blue ribbon winner,
having been awarded first place category winner of the Chanticleer Book Reviews Journey Awards
for Narrative Non-fiction Enlightenment. Carol Schultz suffered an aphasic stroke that left her
completely without words. She could not speak, read nor write, and understood spoken words with
great difficulty. Crossing the Void is the story of her courageous journey back. With the language
part of her brain permanently damaged, in a different approach to re-learning speech, Schultz
taught herself to visualize words to prompt her speech. Her book describes the painstaking process
that led her from wordlessness to book author. In a masterfully crafted narrative, the author brings
the reader into her aphasic mind enabling them to better understand what it is like to be aphasic.
She provides fascinating insight into the workings of a damaged brain driven to regain normalcy,
as well as a frank appraisal of the resources available to help aphasic stroke victims. Hers is the
inspiring story of a woman determined to overcome a major disability and, now, to help others...
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Absolutely one of the better ebook We have ever study. it had been writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ca r ol Lehner  II--  Ca r ol Lehner  II

These kinds of pdf is the ideal ebook accessible. Of course, it is actually play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this publication
from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k
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